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ON THE CANONICAL SUBSTITUTION IN THE
HAMILTON-JACOBI CANONICAL SYSTEM
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
BY DR. D. C. GILLESPIE.

(Read before the American Mathematical Society, September 5, 1907.)

L I E established a one-to-one correspondence between the
integrals of the canonical system of differential equations and
the one-parameter continuous groups of contact transformations
of which the system admits, i. e., making use of an integral of
the system one can construct the infinitesimal transformation of
a group of which the system admits, or, on the other hand by
making use of the infinitesimal transformation of a group of
which the system admits one can construct an integral of the
system.* This theorem is the foundation of the modern transformation theory of dynamical systems.f The single canonical
substitution (introduced by Jacobi) is of importance in the
transformation and simplification of the dynamical equations.{
The purpose of this paper is to define a type of the single
canonical substitution which leads to an integral of the equations, i. e., if one knows a member of the defined type of canonical substitutions one can construct an integral of the system
using only algebraic operations.
A system of differential equations which has the form
^ '

dx~~ dyy

dx~~~

dir '

dx~~ dz '

dx ~~

d/c

is called a canonical system. H is a known function of y, 7r,
z, K and x ; y, 7r, Z and K are the unknown functions ; thus the
solution of the system of four equations (1) consists in determining the four unknowns y, TT, Z and /c as such functions of x
that the equations become identities in x. The functions y and
7T, as also z and tc, are called conjugate.
A substitution which leaves the form of the system (1) unchanged, though the function iTmay or may not be changed,
is a canonical substitution.
* Whittaker, Analytical Dynamics, page 308.
tlbid., page 292.
J Poincaré, Mécanique céleste ; Jacobi, Vorlesungen über Dynamik.
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I n order to avoid complicated formulas I take a system of
four equations. The generalization of the theory from four
to 2n equations is evident.
The system of equations (1) expresses the necessary condition
that the integral
(2)

I {iry'+ tcz + H{y, TT, z, K, x)}dx

(where dy/dx = y', dz/dx = z, and 1 and 2 stand for any limits
of integration) take a maximum or a minimum value ; i. e., if
the question be, what functions of x must y, IT, Z and tc be in
order that the integral (2) shall take an extreme value, the answer
is, only such functions as satisfy the equations (1).
In order that y and z be such functions of x that the integral
(3)

J

F(y', y, z, z, x)dx

take an extreme value, it is necessary that y and z satisfy the
system of equations
^ '
If now
(5)

dx \ dy' )

dy ~~ '

dx\dz

F

(V> V y z'> h x) = H(y> 7T, z,

)
K,

dz "~~

x) + y IT + z'/c,

whereby is understood that instead of IT and ic are substituted
their values in terms of y\ yy z', and zy determined from the
equations
(6)

y =

^

,

* =

-d-

then the two systems (4) and (1) are equivalent.
y = 2/0, ev c2, c3, c4),
(7)

/

^

7T = 7T(X, GV C2,

CS,

G J,

,
In fact let

z = z(x9 cv c2, c3, c4),
r

N

K = tc{x} Cv G„ 0# Gj

(GV C2, C3, C4 are arbitrary constants) be the complete solution of
(1), then
(8)

y = y(x,

GV G2,

c3, c4),

z = z(x, ov c2, c3, c4)
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is the complete solution of (4). Both systems of equations are
satisfied by the same values of y and z. Conversely now let
y = y(x, cv c2, c3, c4),

z = z(x, cv c2, c3, c4)

be the complete solution of (1), then
y = y(x, cv c2? c3, c4),

^

"^df

2; = «(a?, cv c2, cg} cj,

F yf V

^ ' ' *' Z' X^ * = d ? F(y'>

Vj

*> Z> * )

is the complete solution of (4). Thus the problems of integrating these two systems of equations are equivalent.
We will now suppose a canonical substitution known for the
system of differential equations (4),
(10) 7T, = ffy, TT, Z, K, X), Kx =/ 2 (y, 7T, Z, K, x\ Z± =ffy,
yi =Â(y> n> ^ ", x)>

IT, Z, fC, x),

x

i =fs{y> ^ h *> x)-

Under this substitution the H{y, TT, Z, K, X) goes over into
another function H\yv irv zv tev xx), but the form of the equations remains canonical. We wish to impose a condition that
will fix the substitution (10) as a member of the type of canonical substitutions which leads to an integral of (4). The condition is that the y and z functions of the independent variable
x remain unchanged. This means that if
y = <k(a?, cv c2, c3, c4),

z = <f>2{x, cv e2, c3, c j ,

IT = <f>3(a, cv c2, c3, c4),

« = (j>4(x} ov c2, «3, c4)

is the complete solution of (4), then
Vi = <I>I(XL>

c

i> c2> c3> c 4 )>

»i = 4>2(xv

<TTX = û^fo, Ci; C2, C3, C4);

G

v

G

2> c3> Gù>

^ == G^fo, Ci; C2, C3, C4)

(where <ox and o>2 mean simply functions different from <£3 and
<jf>4) is the complete solution of the system of equations obtained
by subjecting the system (1) to the substitution (10).
I n order to determine whether a given canonical substitution
belongs to the defined type, it would seem necessary to know
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the complete solutions both of the system of equations (1) and
the system obtained by subjecting (1) to the given substitution.
This however is not the case. For suppose again that (10) is
any given canonical substitution of which we wish to determine
whether it belongs to the defined type. Transforming the system of equations (1) by (10), we obtain a new function
H\y

v ^v zv Kv x)
and hence a new system of differential equations
(for,
dxx
(ii)

dH*
dy1 '

dyx
dx%

dH*
dirl '

dKl
dH*
dxx ~ dz1 '
dzY
cfaj

dH*
dicl

Making use of this new function H*(yv 7rv ZV /CV XX)9 we
form a new function F*(y'v yv z'v zv ccj, just as in (5),
F

*{y'v Vv *'v zv x) = H Xvv ^v zv Kv œù + y'x^x + *[">

where instead of 7r1 and KX are substituted their values in terms
of y[, yv z[ and zx determined from the equations
,_

d

H\yv

wv zv KV xx)

dH\yvirvzvKvxx)

We express now the necessary condition that the integral
(12)

J

F\y'v

yv z'v zv x1)dx1

take an extreme value and obtain the equations
(

'

dx\

dy[ )

dyx ~~ > dxi \ dz[ /

~dz~ ~~

The systems of equations (1) and (4) are satisfied by the same
functional values of y and z, y=f1(x, ev c2, c3, c4), z=f2{x, cv c2yc s,
c4) ; so also are the systems (11) and (13), yx =fl(%v ov c2? c3, e4),
zx =fl(xv cv c2, c3, c4). If now the transformation (10) belongs
to the defined type, then fx(x, cv c2, c3, c4) = ƒ * ( » , cv c2, cs, c4) and
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f2(x, GV ov c3, c4) == f*2(®> ov c2, c3, c4). This means of course that
if we drop the subscripts from xv yv zx in the system (13), it becomes identical with (4). This then is the condition that a
given transformation be of the defined type.
Since the system of equations (4) expresses the necessary
condition that both the integrals

X

r*%

2

F

(y', y> *> *, x)dx>

J

take an extreme value,*
Ftf

Fff

F,„,

F„f„,

I F; , F*,
F* ,

F

\y', y> *'> h x ) d x

= const. ^Frf = -gjjT, etc. J

F*f

is an integral of the system (4). This, as we have seen, is
equivalent to the construction of an integral of the system (1).
Example. As a simple example where the systems consist
of only two equations, we take
dir

(i)

dx

'°> t=-v'

here if== J77-2, JF== H + yir = |TT2 + yV, or since by (1)
y = — 7T, F == — | y 2 .

The integral I — \ydx

has as neces-

sary condition for an extreme value

y" = o.

(2)

We subject (1) to the substitution
(3)
and obtain

Xsss

Vv

y = -

d,7rl

(4)

ir-log*,,*"=log

dxx ~~

'

x

v

* =

"v

dyx

1

dxx ~"

7Tj '

7TX+ y'irl = log(—• l/y[) — 1, the necessary

* D . C. Gillespie, "On the construction of an integral of Lagrange's equations in the calculus of variations," BULLETIN, 2d series, vol. 13, no. 7, pp.
345-348.
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condition that the integral I (log (—l/y[) — 1) efetake an extreme value is

(5)

tf=0,

the substitution (3) is a member of the defined type and
Fyfy, -s- Fyyf = y = const, is an integral of (2). y = c,
7T = dFjdy = — y gives IT — -— c for an integral of (1).
CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

August, 1907.

T H E MAXIMUM VALUE OP A DETERMINANT.
BY DR. F. R. SHARPE.

HADAMARD * has shown that the maximum value of a determinant when the absolute value of each element does not exceed
1 is n*n. The square of such a maximum determinant is a
determinant having all its elements 0 except those of the principal diagonal. If the elements are restricted to real values, they
are each =b 1 and are so arranged that when compared row with
row there is always an equal number of changes and permanences of sign amongst the corresponding elements. Hence n
is necessarily even. J f we compare any two rows with a third
row, the division of changes and permanences is again even.
Hence n must be a multiple of 4. By a rearrangement of
signs and order of columns we can always arrange any three
rows in the form which for the case of n = 12 is
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

—1

„ 1

—1

1

1

1

— 1 •— 1 — 1
1

1

1

1

—1 —1

1

—1

1 —1 —1 —1

The actual maximum determinant is known for the following
cases: (1) n a power of 2, (2) n = 12 or 20, (3) when the
factors of n are any of the preceding numbers. For example,
when n is 8, the determinant is
* Bull, des Sciences math., 1893.

